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Fig. 1. Compact neural graphics primitives (Ours) have an inherently small size across a variety of use cases with automatically chosen hyperparameters. In
contrast to similarly compressed representations like JPEG for images (top) and masked wavelet representations [Rho et al. 2023] for NeRFs [Mildenhall
et al. 2020] (bo�om), our representation neither uses quantization nor coding, and hence can be queried without a dedicated decompression step. This is
essential for level of detail streaming and working-memory-constrained environments such as video game texture compression. The compression artifacts
of our method are easy on the eye: there is less ringing than in JPEG and less blur than in Rho et al. [2023] (though more noise). Compact neural graphics
primitives are also fast: training is only 1.2–2.6⇥ slower (depending on compression se�ings) and inference is faster than Instant NGP [Müller et al. 2022]
because our significantly reduced file size fits be�er into caches.

Neural graphics primitives are faster and achieve higher quality when their
neural networks are augmented by spatial data structures that hold trainable
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features arranged in a grid. However, existing feature grids either come with
a large memory footprint (dense or factorized grids, trees, and hash tables)
or slow performance (index learning and vector quantization). In this paper,
we show that a hash table with learned probes has neither disadvantage,
resulting in a favorable combination of size and speed. Inference is faster than
unprobed hash tables at equal quality while training is only 1.2–2.6⇥ slower,
signi�cantly outperforming prior index learning approaches. We arrive at
this formulation by casting all feature grids into a common framework: they
each correspond to a lookup function that indexes into a table of feature
vectors. In this framework, the lookup functions of existing data structures
can be combined by simple arithmetic combinations of their indices, resulting
in Pareto optimal compression and speed.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies ! Graphics �le formats;
Image compression; Ray tracing.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Neural graphics primitives, compression.
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Fig. 2. Size vs. PSNR Pareto curves on the NeRF scene from Figure 1. Our
work is able to outperform Instant NGP across the board and performs
competitively with masked wavelet representations [Rho et al. 2023].

1 INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing demand for higher �delity immersive expe-
riences not only adds to the bandwidth requirements of existing
multimedia formats (images, video, etc.), but also fosters in the use
of higher-dimensional assets such as volumetric video and light �eld
representations. This proliferation can be addressed by a uni�ed
compression scheme that e�ciently represents both traditional and
emerging multimedia content.
Neural graphics primitives (NGP) are a promising candidate to

enable the seamless integration of old and new assets across ap-
plications. Representing images, shapes, volumetric and spatio-
directional data, they facilitate novel view synthesis (NeRFs) [Milden-
hall et al. 2020], generative modeling [Lin et al. 2023; Poole et al.
2023], and light caching [Müller et al. 2021], among more applica-
tions [Xie et al. 2022]. Particularly successful are those primitives
that represent data by a feature grid that contains trained latent em-
beddings to be decoded by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Various
such feature grids have been proposed, but they usually come with
a substantial memory footprint [Chabra et al. 2020], even when
factorized into low-rank representations [Chen et al. 2022] or rep-
resented in terms of sparse data structures [Fridovich-Keil et al.
2022; Liu et al. 2020; Müller et al. 2022; Takikawa et al. 2021; Yu
et al. 2021]. In part, this limitation has been addressed by methods
that learn to index feature vectors [Li et al. 2023; Takikawa et al.
2022a] and leverage sparse tree structures to avoid storing feature
vectors in empty space. However, in these methods, index learning
causes long training time and maintenance of sparse tree structures
reduces �exibility.

Our work, Compact NGP, combines the speed of hash tables and
the compactness of index learning by employing the latter as a
means of collision detection by learned probing. We arrive at this
combination by casting all feature grids into a common framework:
they all correspond to indexing functions that map into a table
of feature vectors. By simple arithmetic combinations of their in-
dices, the data structures can be combined in novel ways that yield
state-of-the-art compression vs. quality trade-o�s. Mathematically,
such arithmetic combinations amount to assigning the various data

structures to subsets of the bits of the indexing function—thereby
drastically reducing the cost of learned indexing that scales expo-
nentially in the number of bits.
Our approach inherits the speed of hash tables while compress-

ing much better—coming close to JPEG when representing images
(Figure 1)—while remaining di�erentiable and without relying on
a dedicated decompression scheme such as an entropy code. Com-
pact NGP works across a wide range of user-controllable compres-
sion rates and provides streaming capabilities where partial results
can be loaded in particularly bandwidth-constrained environments.
The paper is organized as follows: we review related work and

its relation to indexing schemes in Section 2 before we introduce
Compact NGP in Section 3. We demonstrate our method in Section 4
and discuss extensions, alternatives, and limitations in Section 5
ahead of the conclusion in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK AND PRELIMINARIES
In this article, we focus on lossy compression as it enables the
highest compression rates for the multimedia under consideration.
We begin by reviewing traditional techniques before studying the
connection between (neural) feature grids and indexing functions.

2.1 Compression
Traditional compression. Lossy compression techniques typically

employ transform coding [Goyal 2001] and quantization [Gray and
Neuho� 1998] followed by lossless entropy coding such as Hu�man
codes [1952]. On image and video content, linear transforms such
as the discrete cosine [Ahmed et al. 1974] and wavelet [Haar 1909]
transforms are applied to exploit coe�cient sparsity and reduce the
visual impact of quantization errors. Rather than transform coding,
our work learns indices into a feature codebook, which is a form
of vector quantization [Gray 1984; Wei and Levoy 2000], to �nd
patterns in the data.

Texture compression relies on e�cient random access to any part
of the image without having to �rst decode the entire compressed
representation. Most methods perform block-wise compression,
packing small tiles of the texture into codes of �xed size [Beers et al.
1996; Reed 2012; Ström and Akenine-Möller 2005]. Although our
approach is di�erent, it similarly allows for random access queries
without a decompression step, enabling its potential use for texture
compression in real-time renderers where feature grids have already
shown promise [Müller et al. 2022; Vaidyanathan et al. 2023].
Volumetric compression in computer graphics [Balsa Rodríguez

et al. 2014] similarly uses block-based coding schemes [De Queiroz
and Chou 2016; Tang et al. 2018, 2020; Wang et al. 2021]. Taking
into account the often hierarchical structure of sparsity, subdivision-
based spatial data structures such as trees additionally improve
compression such as in OpenVDB [Museth 2021; Museth et al. 2019].
By contrast, our work combines index learning and hash tables that
both do not rely on a subdivision scheme for sparsity.

Neural compression. In neural image compression, auto-encoder
approaches use a neural network for transform coding [Ballé et al.
2020, 2018; Theis et al. 2017]. Other works use coordinate-based
neural representations to �t and compress images as continuous
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vector �elds, some without feature grids [Dupont et al. 2022; Lin-
dell et al. 2022; Song et al. 2015; Strümpler et al. 2022] and some
with feature grids [Martel et al. 2021; Müller et al. 2022; Saragadam
et al. 2022]. Although many of these works achieve a better equal-
quality compression rate than JPEG [Wallace 1992] at low parameter
counts, high parameter counts remain challenging. Our method is
also a feature-grid and coordinate-based representation, yet per-
forms competitively with JPEG across a wider range of qualities;
see Figure 7.
Coordinate-based neural representations are additionally appli-

cable to volumetric and spatio-directional data; most commonly
NeRFs [Mildenhall et al. 2020]. Without feature grids, Bird et al.
[2021] minimize the entropy of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and
Lu et al. [2021] apply vector quantization directly to the MLP pa-
rameters. Such pure MLP methods usually have high computational
cost and poor quality as compared to MLPs augmented by feature
grids, so our work instead focuses on compressing feature grids
while keeping the MLP su�ciently small to be fast.

2.2 Feature Grids in the Framework of Lookup Functions
Let us formalize feature grid methods in the following framework:
they train a feature codebook ⇡ 5 2 R#5 ⇥� of #5 � -dimensional
feature vectors that are associated with a conceptual grid in the
3-dimensional application domain. The mapping from grid vertices
v = (E0, E1, . . .) 2 Z3 to feature vectors is established by a lookup
function 5 (v) that indexes into the codebook, denoted by ⇡ 5 [·].1

Dense grids. The canonical feature grid is a dense Cartesian grid2,
visualized in Figure 3 (a), that establishes a one-to-one correspon-
dence of grid vertices to feature vectors, given for 3 = 3 as

5 (v) = ⇡ 5 [E0 + B0 · (E1 + B1 · E2)] , (1)

where the scale s = (B0, B1, . . .) de�nes the resolution of the grid.
Dense grids cannot adapt to sparsity in the data which makes them
undesirable in practice. For example, in 3D surface reconstruction
the number of dense grid vertices is O

�
=3

�
while the surfaces to

be reconstructed only intersect O
�
=2

�
cells. Therefore, practition-

ers either combine dense grids with classic sparsi�cation methods
such as transform coding [Isik et al. 2022] or they choose more
sophisticated indexing schemes that will be discussed next.

:-plane methods. [Chan et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2022; Fridovich-
Keil et al. 2023; Peng et al. 2020] project the dense grid along :
sets of one or more axes as shown in Figure 3 (b), and combine the
resulting lower-dimensional (but still dense, usually planar) lookups
arithmetically, e.g.

5 (v) = ⇡ 5 [E0 + B0 · E1] · ⇡ 5 [B0 · B1 + E2] · ⇡ 5 [. . .] + . . . . (2)

Special cases of this scheme are equivalent to tensor decompositions
of the dense grid [Chen et al. 2022]. While :-planes ensure fewer
than O

�
=3

�
parameters, they makes the strong assumption that

sparsity in the data can be well explained by axis aligned projections
1Many methods maintain multiple codebooks at di�erent resolutions, each with its own
lookup function [Müller et al. 2022; Takikawa et al. 2022a, 2021], the values of which are
combined before being fed to the MLP. Furthermore, most methods invoke the lookup
functions at several grid vertices to compute continuous outputs by interpolation [Liu
et al. 2020; Takikawa et al. 2021].
2Other tilings, such as permutohedral lattices [Rosu and Behnke 2023], are also possible.

(b) Factorization

0
1
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0

1
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0 1

(d) Hash
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( )v = 0 1

(e) Learned indexing

0 1
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indexing

Fig. 3. Various indexing schemes mapping integer grid coordinates v =
(E0, E1, . . .) to feature vectors have been proposed, including (a) dense grids,
(b) :-planes, (c) sparse grids and trees, (d) spatial hashing, and (e) learned
indexing. Since each scheme ultimately computes an index into a codebook
of feature vectors, the schemes can be combined by arithmetic operations
on the indices they produce. Our method combines deterministic hashing
and a learned indexing as visualized in Figure 4.

that are decoded by the MLP. In practice, this is not always the
case, necessitating application-speci�c tricks such as bounding box
cropping [Chen et al. 2022] or transform coding of the projected
grids [Rho et al. 2023] for better compression.

Spatial hashing. Contrasting with the axis aligned parameter col-
lisions of :-planes, spatial hashing [Teschner et al. 2003] distributes
its collisions uniformly across lookups

5 (v) = ⇡ 5 [hash(v) mod #5 ] , hash(v) =
3�1 
8 = 0

E8 · c8 , (3)

where � is the binary XOR operation and c8 are large prime num-
bers (optionally, c0 = 1). Well designed hash functions have the
bene�t that the lookups always uniformly cover the codebook ⇡ 5 ,
regardless of the underlying shape of the data, permitting sparsity
to be learned independently of the data and thus application [Müller
et al. 2022]. But hashing also comes with the signi�cant downside
of “scrambling” the entries of the learned codebook ⇡ 5 (now a
hash table), precluding structure-dependent post processing such
as generative modelling or transform coding.

Subdivision. Some applications [Chabra et al. 2020; Kim et al.
2022; Martel et al. 2021; Takikawa et al. 2021] construct a sparse
hierarchical data structure such as a tree whose nodes hold indices
into the feature codebook:

5 (v) = ⇡ 5 [tree_index(v)] . (4)

Unfortunately, many tasks are ill-suited to such a subdivision scheme,
for example image compression where subdivision heuristics are
di�cult to design or 3D reconstruction where sparsity is unknown
a priori and only emerges during optimization [Fridovich-Keil et al.
2022; Liu et al. 2020]. Furthermore, unlike the indexing schemes
above, tree traversal involves cache-unfriendly pointer chasing and
therefore incurs a non-negligible performance overhead.
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Fig. 4. Overview of Compact NGP. For a given input coordinate x 2 R3 (far le�), we find its enclosing integer grid vertices v 2 Z3 and apply our indexing
function 5 (v) to each one. The most significant bits of the index are computed by a spatial hash (hash) and the least significant bits by looking up a row of
#? confidence values from an indexing codebook b⇡2 that is in turn indexed by an auxiliary spatial hash (hash2), and then picking the index with maximal
confidence (green arrow). Bitwise concatenation of the two indices yields an index for looking up from the feature codebook ⇡5 , which is subsequently
3-linearly interpolated per x and fed into an MLP. For optimization, we propagate gradients as if the indexing codebook used a so�max instead of a hard
maximum, i.e. we use a “straight-through” estimator [Bengio et al. 2013]. In practice, a�er each training step, we bake this log2 #? -bit indices of the maximal
values in each row of b⇡2 into an auxiliary indexing codebook ⇡2 that is both compact and allows for more e�icient forward evaluation of the model.

Learning the indexing function. Rather than designing the index-
ing function by hand, it can also be learned from data [Li et al.
2023; Takikawa et al. 2022a]. In these methods, an index codebook
⇡2 2 N#2 holds the lookup indices into the feature codebook and is
in turn indexed by one of the methods above. For example, VQAD
[Takikawa et al. 2022a] has the lookup function

5 (v) = ⇡ 5
⇥
⇡2 [tree_index(v)]

⇤
, (5)

where ⇡2 is trained by softmax-weighted3 indexing into all en-
tries of ⇡ 5 . This is expensive even for moderately sized feature
codebooks (and prohibitive for large ones) but has no inference
overhead and results in over 10⇥ better compression than spatial
hashing. The compression is not quite as e�ective as a combination
of :-plane methods with transform coding [Rho et al. 2023] but has
the advantage that it can be cheaply queried without in-memory
decompression to a larger representation.

Combining methods. Using the framework of lookup functions
we can relate our method to previous work: we combine learned
indexing with spatial hashing by arithmetically combining their
indices. The most signi�cant bits of our index come from Instant
NGP’s hash encoding [Müller et al. 2022] and the least signi�cant
bits are learned by a variation of VQAD [Takikawa et al. 2022a].
Thus, our method performs learned probing for collision resolution
and information reuse in analogy to classic hash table probing meth-
ods [Knuth 1963]. This will be motivated and explained in the next
section.

3 METHOD
Our goal is to minimize the number of parameters \ and � of a
multi-layer perceptron<(~;�) and its corresponding input encod-
ing ~ = k (G ;\ ) without incurring a signi�cant speed penalty. Fur-
thermore, we want to remain application agnostic and therefore
avoid structural modi�cations such as tree subdivision and trans-
form codings that may depend on application-speci�c heuristics.
3The softmax function f : R3 ! R3 is de�ned as f8 (x) = 4G8 /

Õ
9 4

G9 .

Table 1. Hyperparameters of our method and recommended ranges. We
inherit most parameters from Instant NGP [Müller et al. 2022] and introduce
two additional ones pertaining to the index codebook. Gray parameters are
una�ected by our method and therefore set to the same values as in Instant
NGP; the choice of remaining parameters is explained in Section 3.

Source Parameter Symbol Value

new in
our method

Index probing range #? 21 to 24
Index codebook size #2 210 to 224

inherited from
Instant NGP

Feature codebook size #5 26 to 212
Feature dimensionality � 2
Number of levels ! 16
Coarsest resolution #min 16
Finest resolution #max 512 to 524288
Num. hidden neurons #neurons 64

Hence, we base our method on Instant NGP’s multi-resolution
hash encoding [Müller et al. 2022] and generalize its indexing func-
tion, Eq. (3), by introducing learned probing. In our lookup function,
the spatial hash produces the most signi�cant bits of the index, while
the remaining user-con�gurable log2 #? least signi�cant bits are
learnedwithin an auxiliary index codebook⇡2 2 {0, 1, . . . ,#? � 1}#2

that is in turn indexed by a second spatial hash (one that uses di�er-
ent prime numbers from the �rst). The lookup function is illustrated
in Figure 4 and given for a single grid vertex by

5 (v) = ⇡ 5
⇥ �
#? · hash(v)

�
mod #5 + ⇡2 [hash2(v)]

⇤
. (6)

Intuitively, the index codebook ⇡2 , sparsi�ed by the second spa-
tial hash, learns to probe the feature codebook over #? values for
collision resolution and information re-use. The index codebook’s
size #2 as well as its probing range #? are hyperparameters of our
method that extend those inherited from Instant NGP; see Table 1.
Following Takikawa et al. [2022a], we maintain two versions of

the index codebook: one for training b⇡2 2 R#2⇥#? that holds con-
�dence values for each of the #? features in the probing range, and
one for inference ⇡2 2 {0, 1, . . . ,#? � 1}#2 that holds log2 #? -bit

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: December 2023.
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images of our compressed representation at two quality se�ings.

integer indices corresponding to the probe o�set with largest con�-
dence. Compared to Instant NGP, the only inference-time overhead
is the index lookup from ⇡2 . Furthermore, our smaller parameter
count leads to improved cache utilization; we hence achieve similar
and in some cases better inference performance as shown in Table 2.

Training. In the forward pass we use ⇡2 to look up the feature
with largest con�dence and in the backward pass we distribute gradi-
ents into all features within the probing range, weighted by the soft-
max of their con�dence values from b⇡2 (see Figure 4). This strategy
of combining a discrete decision in the forward pass with continuous

Table 2. Training and inference time overheads of Compact NGP. Training
times are measured for an iteration of training on the NeRF Lego digger
dataset. Inference times are for 218 lookups on a single multiresolution level.
The relative training overhead (denoted with =⇥) is measured with respect
to Instant NGP (#5 = 216), ranging from 1.2–2.6⇥. The largest impact on
speed has the probing range #? , whereas #2 (shown) and #5 (see Müller
et al. [2022]) only have a weak e�ect.

Method #5 #2 #?
Training time
per iteration

Inference time
for 218 lookups

Quality
(PSNR dB)

I NGP
216 n/a 20 5.4 ms 28.7`s 33.60 dB
214 n/a 20 5.1 ms 13.7`s 32.00 dB
28 n/a 20 4.5 ms 9.8`s 19.04 dB

Ours

28 212 22 6.8ms (1.26⇥) 10.1`s 26.25 dB
28 216 22 6.8 ms (1.26⇥) 10.1`s 31.58 dB
28 212 23 8.3 ms (1.53⇥) 10.1`s 27.13 dB
28 216 23 8.5 ms (1.57⇥) 10.2`s 32.58 dB
28 212 24 12.7 ms (2.35⇥) 10.2`s 27.67 dB
28 216 24 14.1 ms (2.61⇥) 10.2`s 33.24 dB

gradients in the backward pass is also known as a “straight-through”
estimator that helps to learn hard non-linearities [Bengio et al. 2013].

By keeping the learned number of bits log2 #? small, we limit the
number of features and con�dence values that need to be loaded
in the backward pass. And since the learned bits are the least sig-
ni�cant ones, their corresponding features lie adjacent in memory,
usually located in the same cache line and thereby incurring only a
moderate training overhead of 1.2–2.6⇥ (see Table 2) while realiz-
ing compression rates on par with the orders of magnitude slower
VQAD [Takikawa et al. 2022a].

Selecting hyperparameters. Recall that our method inherits its
hyperparameters from Instant NGP and introduces two new ones:
the index codebook size #2 and its probing range #? ; see Table 1 for
a complete list. To �nd quality-maximizing parameters, we recom-
mend the following scheme inspired by Figures 5 and 6, which we
use in all our following results. First, set #2 = 1 and #? = 1, turning
the method into Instant NGP as indicated by¢ in the �gure. Second,

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: December 2023.
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set the feature codebook size #5 according to the desired lower
bound on the compressed size. Third, double #2 until a reasonable
maximum value (usually #2 = 216). Lastly, if even higher quality
is desired, double #5 . The remaining parameter #? can be tuned
to taste, as this parameter governs how expensive the training is,
but a higher value tends to produce slightly better Pareto tradeo�s
between size and quality.

4 RESULTS
We have implemented our algorithm on top of the version of In-
stant NGP in the PyTorch-based Kaolin Wisp library [Takikawa
et al. 2022b]. Computationally expensive operations like sparse grid
ray tracing and feature grid lookups of both Instant NGP and our
method are accelerated by custom CUDA kernels called from Py-
Torch. All results are measured on an NVIDIA RTX 6000 Ada GPU.

Performance. Table 2 lists inference and training times of our
method on the NeRF Lego digger from Figure 6. Compared to In-
stant NGP, our 1.2–2.6⇥ training overhead scales with the prob-
ing range #? , con�rming the analysis in Section 3 and exposing a
trade-o� between training speed and compression to the user. Since
the compression bene�t of larger probing ranges quickly falls o�,
we cap #?  24 in all our experiments, manifesting the worst-case
overhead of 2.6⇥. An important performance consideration for train-
ing is the accumulation of gradients into the feature codebook ⇡ 5 .
Since our method uses very small codebooks #5 2 [26, 212], special
care must be taken on massively parallel processors, such as GPUs,
to �rst accumulate gradients in threadblock-local memory before
broadcasting them into RAM. This avoids contention that would
otherwise make training ⇠7⇥ slower.

Table 2 also demonstrates that Compact NGP has faster inference
than Instant NGP at roughly equal quality settings. This is because
ourmethod has amuch smaller size (#5 = 216 vs.#5 = 28,#2 = 216)
and thereby �ts better into caches. The only inference overhead of
our method is the additional index lookup from ⇡2 , which we �nd
negligible (0.4`s at #5 = 28).

Image compression. Figure 7 shows the quality vs. size tradeo� of
our method on the Kodak image dataset, which consists of 24 images
of 768⇥512 pixels. The �gure also shows JPEG as well as prior
coordinate MLP methods. On this dataset, our method performs
close to JPEG at small �le sizes and worse at larger ones. At small �le
sizes, our representation is dominated by �oating point parameters
like the MLP and the feature codebook, causing competing methods
that apply quantization on top of pure MLPs [Dupont et al. 2021;
Strümpler et al. 2022] to compress better. However, thesemethods do
not scale to higher quality targets (⇠35dB and above) as it is di�cult
to train pure MLPs to such qualities. To demonstrate the better
scaling of our method, we investigate a much larger 8000⇥8000
image of Pluto in Figure 8 on which we outperform both JPEG
on most practical sizes (⇠megabyte) and prior neural large-scale
methods (Instant NGP [Müller et al. 2022] and ACORN [Martel et al.
2021]) at high quality settings. Our method is also evaluated against
texture compression methods in Table 6.

NeRF compression. We evaluate NeRF compression on a real-world
scene in Figures 1 and 2 as well as synthetic scenes [Mildenhall et al.
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Fig. 7. PSNR vs. file size on the Kodak image dataset using parameters
#5 = 26 and #? = 24 and varying #2 (blue curve ranging from 212 to 220).
On this dataset, our method performs close to JPEG at small file sizes and
worse at larger ones. At small file sizes, our representation is dominated by
floating point parameters like the MLP and the feature codebook. Compet-
ing methods that quantize pure MLPs perform be�er in this regime [Dupont
et al. 2021; Strümpler et al. 2022], whereas we omit quantization for simplic-
ity and flexibility. At visually pleasant targets (⇠35dB and above) these prior
works do not scale as it is di�icult to train pure MLPs to such qualities.
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Fig. 8. We fit Compact NGP to the 8000⇥8000px Pluto image using pa-
rameters #5 = 26 and #? = 24 and varying #2 (green curve ranging from
212 to 224). We show that we are able to outperform JPEG on a wide range
of quality levels. The qualitative comparisons at equal size (insets) show
the visual artifacts exhibited by di�erent methods: while JPEG has color
quantization arfitacts, ours appears slightly blurred.

2020] in Figure 6 (Lego) and Table 5 (full dataset). We compare with
several contemporary NeRF compression techniques that are mostly
based on TensoRF [Chen et al. 2022]. We report numbers from the
original papers where available. For the real world scene, we ran
masked wavelets [Rho et al. 2023] as a strong and recent baseline.
In both scenes, we outperform Instant NGP in terms of quality vs.
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Fig. 9. Impact of the number of multiresolution levels ! on PSNR vs. size. We
use the parameters #5 = 26 and #? = 24 while varying #2 (curve ranging
from 212 to 220) and ! on the image compression task from Figure 1. The
default value ! = 16 (inherited from Instant NGP) performs well for a large
range of sizes, particularly in the hundreds of kB range that is most practical.
Yet, a lower number of levels results in a be�er Pareto curve at smaller
sizes that could be used if one wanted to compete with MLP based image
compression techniques; cf. Figure 7.
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Fig. 10. Impact of the MLP width #neurons on PSNR vs. size. The parameter
sweeps over #5 , #? , and #2 are the same as Figure 9. A similar conclusion
can be drawn: the default value #neurons = 64 (inherited from Instant NGP)
performswell at practical sizes, whereas a be�er Pareto front can be achieved
at smaller sizes.

size. On the synthetic scene (Figure 6), our Pareto front lies slightly
below the specialized baselines that use scalar quantization and
coding, and in the real-world scene our Pareto front is competitive
(Figure 2) despite our work requiring neither.

The zoom-ins in Figure 1 reveal distinct visual artifacts of the
di�erent methods, even though their PSNR is the same. Masked
wavelets [Rho et al. 2023] produce blurrier results whereas Com-
pact NGP yields a sharper reconstruction with high frequency noise
similar to that of Instant NGP.

Additional hyperparameter ablations. Aside from the feature code-
book size#5 , we inherit the default hyperparameters of Instant NGP
for a apples-to-apples comparisons. To verify that these defaults
are reasonable, we sweep the number of multiresolution levels ! in
Figure 9 and the number of hidden neurons #neurons in Figure 10.
The default values ! = 16 and #neurons = 64 perform well for a large
range of sizes, particularly in the hundreds of kB range that is most
practical. Yet, lower values produce better Pareto frontiers at very
small �le sizes that could be used if one wanted to compete with
MLP based image compression techniques; cf. Figure 7. However,
we believe that the hundreds of kB range is more relevant in practice
and we therefore stick to the default values for simplicity.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Compact NGP has been designed with content distribution in mind
where the compression overhead is amortized and decoding on user
equipment must be low cost, low power, and multi-scale for graceful
degradation in bandwidth-constrained environments. As an exam-
ple, NeRFs may be broadcasted and decoded on large numbers of
end-user devices, possibly in real-time to enable live streaming video
NeRFs. More generally, (learnable) compression codecs will enable
the next generation of immersive content of which live streaming of
NeRFs are just an example and other applications, like video game
texture compression and volumetric video, being right around the
corner.

Quality and compression artifacts. Beyond measuring PSNR, it is
worth studying the qualitative appearance of compression artifacts
with ourmethod. Compared to JPEG, ourmethod appears to produce
less ringing at the cost of a small amount of additional blur, whereas
in NeRF our methods looks similar to Instant NGP: sharp, but with
high-frequency noise. This is in contrast to Rho et al. [2023], who
produce a smoother yet blurry reconstruction; see Figure 1. Since
we measure error in terms of PSNR, which is based on the L2 error,
blurry results yield lower error than the human visual system might
expect [Zhao et al. 2016].

From float to int. Our method shifts the storage cost from being
float-dominated to int-dominated. In the settings we test in, we
see that this tradeo� is favorable, particularly because our integers
have only log2 #? bits—many fewer than than even 16-bit half pre-
cision �oats. We have additionally investigated several methods that
reduce the entropy of our learned indices (e.g. through additional
terms in the loss), coupled to entropy coding, but so far with little
success that does not warrant forfeiture of random access lookups.
Alternatively, data-adaptive quantization of �oats may reduce the
bit count further than using an index codebook, but better training
strategies are required to this end. We believe that further research
into data-adaptive float quantization as well as int entropy mini-
mization will be fruitful.

Entropy coding. Our method was inspired by a method that has
spatial locality built-in [Takikawa et al. 2022a] (i.e. the index code-
book represented by a tree). Such spatial locality could be exploited
by an entropy coder much better than the spatial hash table that
we use. We chose spatial hashing for being agnostic of the appli-
cation [Müller et al. 2022]—and it performs competitively with
transform and entropy coded prior work nonetheless—but if fu-
ture research could devise local data structures that have the same
�exibility and performance as hash tables, it will likely be worth-
while to utilize those instead of hashing.

Alternatives to straight-through estimators. In our work we use
the softmax function along with the straight-through estimator to
learn indexing. While e�ective, this can be computationally expen-
sive for large indexing ranges as this requires backpropagation on
all possible indices. As such, it may be worthwhile to explore the
various sparse [Laha et al. 2018; Martins and Astudillo 2016; Peters
et al. 2019] and stochastic [Lee et al. 2018; Paulus et al. 2020] variants
have been proposed in the literature. Proximity-based indexing such
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Table 3. �antiative results on the full synthetic dataset from Mildenhall et al. [2020], showing a near-quality (PSNR) comparison between Instant NGP and
our work. We see that we are able to achieve similar quality across the entire dataset with a 2.8⇥ more compact representation.

Method #5 #2 #? Mic Ficus Chair Hotdog Materials Drums Ship Lego avg. Size (kB)

I NGP 214 n/a 20 35.08 30.99 32.59 34.99 28.73 25.36 27.71 32.03 30.93 1000 kB

Ours 28 23 216 33.88 32.08 32.05 34.26 28.32 24.71 27.71 32.31 30.66 357 kB

Table 4. �antiative results on texture compression on the Paving Stones texture set, retrieved from https://ambientcg.com, showing the tradeo� between
quality (PSNR) and size (kB) for di�erent methods. We compare against traditional texture compression baselines (BC) as well as recent neural baselines
(NTC [Vaidyanathan et al. 2023]). We borrow the results from Vaidyanathan et al. [2023]. Although our work does not outperform NTC, which uses a
specialized architecture for textures with quantization, we are still able to outperform BC and Instant NGP at similar size. We only report average across all
channels for BC as that was the only data available, and compare against the NTC results without mipmaps (which increase quality) for fair comparison.

Method Quantization #5 #2 #? Di�use Normal Roughness AO Displacement avg. Size (kB)

I NGP 216 n/a n/a 21.58 22.32 26.79 27.72 35.62 24.75 3761 kB
I NGP 214 n/a n/a 19.91 20.51 26.61 25.56 30.07 22.61 1049 kB

BC n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 23.25 3500 kB

NTC n/a n/a n/a 26.10 27.17 29.37 31.22 40.59 29.00 3360 kB

Ours 210 220 23 24.02 25.00 27.90 29.94 36.18 26.69 3494 kB
Ours 28 218 23 21.55 22.61 26.94 27.43 33.74 24.51 1173 kB

as locality-sensitive hashing and the nearest-neighbour queries used
in VQ-VAE [Van Den Oord et al. 2017] may be relevant as well.

6 CONCLUSION
We propose to view feature grids and their associated neural graph-
ics primitives through a common lens: a unifying framework of
lookup functions. Within this framework it becomes simple to mix
methods in novel ways, such as our Compact NGP that augments
e�cient hash table lookups with low-overhead learned probing.
The result is a state-of-the-art combination of compression and
performance while remaining agnostic to the graphics application
in question. Compact NGP has been designed with real-world use
cases in mind where random access decompression, level of detail
streaming, and high performance are all crucial (both in training
and inference). As such, we are eager to investigate its future use
in streaming applications, video game texture compression, live-
training as in radiance caching, and many more.
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